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Executive Summary

The current deliverable is part of WP2 of the H2020 SPRING project. The deliverable is a software deliverable that
includesmethods for performing semantic segmentation and instance segmentation at image level and in point cloud.
In addition, it proposes two novel methods to efficiently perform continual learning on semantic segmentation and
depth estimation. The deliverable reflects the progress made by the consortia in relation to T2.4. Additional tasks
related to behavioral cues mapping and object affordances will be included in D2.7 at M39.

The prototype implementation of tools for the instance segmentation is built on top of the YOLACT [4] method.
This 2D segmentation Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) generates prototype masks of individual objects using a
projection head on the ResNet-101 backbone. The prototypes are linearly combined, leading to the real-time speed
required for online data processing 1.

The following tool focuses on the same task processed on top of the point cloud from the depth estimation or
MVS tools. We employed the SSTNet [44] leading the ScanNet instance segmentation benchmark2. It is the first end-
to-end trainable CNN that constructs a segmentation tree. Tree traversal and the splitting module provide proposals
for further pruned and refined objects 3.

The spatio-temporal segmentation [11] is a high-dimensional convolutional neural network for 4D spatio-temporal
data. We used the published example on 3D data with a fixed time. The algorithm is based on an auto-differentiation
library for sparse tensors and sparse convolution, that is, the Minkowski engine [11]. The sparse tensors outperform
the classical CNN and lead to SoTA results in quality and time criteria 4.

Regarding the incremental learning model for semantic segmentation, we propose a new framework, namely
uncertainty-aware contrast distillation (UCD) that has been recently published in IEEE TPAMI [70]. The model pro-
poses a novel contrastive distillation loss that accounts for semantic association among pixels of the new and old
model. The method adopts an uncertainty estimation strategy for the contrastive learning framework that leverages
the joint probability of the pixel pairs belonging to the same class and weights the strength of the distillation signal
accordingly. Additionally, the model has been proven to be beneficial on top of most of the traditional semantic seg-
mentation frameworks on a number of publicly available benchmarks 5. The work has been published in the IEEE
Transaction on Pattern Analysis and Machine Intelligence in 2022 [70].

The next section includes a novel framework to estimate depth from of amonocular camera. This module was not
included initially in the proposal, but it has been considered lately due to the benefit that such estimation can bring to
a number of downstream tasks. The proposed models is the first involving transformers for both monocular depth
estimation and surface normal prediction tasks. Transformers can successfully improve the ability of traditional con-
volutional neural networks to model long-range dependencies. In this work we propose a novel and effective unified
attention gate structure designed to utilize and fusemulti-scale information in a parallel manner and pass information
among different affinitiesmaps in the attention gate decoders for bettermodeling themulti-scale affinities. Themodel
is tested on a number of publicly available data sets and has recently been published at the International Conference
on Computer Vision (ICCV) 2021 [71] 6. The method has been recently published at the International Conference of
Computer Vision 2021 (i.e. [71]).

The last section and the tool provided in D2.5 include the state-of-the-art multiview stereo method Patchmatch-
Net [67]. This algorithm builds on top of the cascade pipeline composed of Patchmatch and depth estimation mod-
els. The depth is estimated on small resolution images and iteratively refined on larger and larger pictures. Such
an approach allows fast depthmaps estimation without dependence on an image size, which is the limitation of the
voxel-based method 7.

As per European Commission requirements, the repository will be available to the public for a duration of at least
four years after the end of the SPRING project.

1Instance segmentation: https://gitlab.inria.fr/spring/wp2_mapping_localization/2d-instance-segmentation-yolact
2ScanNet benchmark: http://kaldir.vc.in.tum.de/scannet_benchmark/data_efficient/lr_semantic_instance_3d
3Instance segmentation of the point cloud: https://gitlab.inria.fr/spring/wp2_mapping_localization/3d-instance-segmentation-sstnet
4Semantic segmentation for the point cloud: https://gitlab.inria.fr/spring/wp2_mapping_localization/3d-semantic-segmentation-minkowskiengine
5Incremental learning for semantic segmentation: https://gitlab.inria.fr/spring/wp4_behavior/non-integrated-contributions/UCD.git
6Depth estimation: https://gitlab.inria.fr/spring/wp4_behavior/non-integrated-contributions/TransDepth.git
7Multi-view depth estimantion: https://gitlab.inria.fr/spring/wp2_mapping_localization/mvs-depth-estimation-patchmatchnet
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1 Contributions

1.1 Introduction

This deliverable D2.5 is part of WP2 of the H2020 SPRING project, which aims to present the result of T2.4: Scene
Representations for Localization and Mapping.

In this context, we present:
• The first prototype implementation of tools for instance segmentation (Sec. 1.2).
• The first prototype implementation of tools for instance segmentation of the point cloud (Sec. 1.3).
• The first prototype implementation of tools for semantic segmentation of the point cloud (Sec. 1.4).
• An extended description of a novel method to perform incremental learning that is directly applicable to most
of the SOTA methods for semantic segmentation (Sec. 1.5).

• An extended description of a novel method to perform depth estimation (Sec. 1.6)
• The first prototype implementation of tools for Multi-View Stereo depth estimation (Sec. 1.6.3).

1.2 Instance segmentation

Since we want our system to work in real-life scenarios, object detection should be as fast as possible. Two-stage
instance segmentation approaches, e.g., Mask-RCNN [31], generates candidate region-of-interests in the first stage
and classifies plus segments those regions in the second stage. Re-pooling features and further computations make
them unable to run in real-time on large scale images. One-stage instance segmentation methods without re-pooling
features lead to much faster processing. YOLACT [4] is a real-time instance segmentation method that split the
segmentation into two parallel parts: generating prototypemasks and predicting per-instancemask coefficients. Final
instance masks are then produced as a linear combination of prototype masks with predicted coefficients. A running
demo of YOLACT instance segmentation is available on GitLab1.

1.3 Instance segmentation of the point cloud

One of the fundamentalmethods for understanding the scene is the instance segmentation of the dense point cloud in
3D space. The commonly employed scheme in SoTAmethods [21, 35, 78] first learns features for individual points that
are discriminative enough, and, further apply the point grouping to get individual objects. Therefore, the second step
is not supervised by the main objective of instance segmentation and point-wise features may lead to fragmented
segmentations if the point cloud contains irregularities. We work on recently published Semantic Superpoint Tree
Network (SSTNet) [44]. It provides end-to-end solution to overcome listed challenges. It first use a backbone to learns
point-wise features and assign them soft semantic scoring vectors. In parallel, SSTNet over-segment the point cloud.
The points and related feature vectors from found segments are composed into superpoints by average pooling. Next,
the divisive grouping in a top-down manner build the semantic superpoint tree where superpoints realize the leaves
and the tree root the whole point cloud. Tree traversal and splitting module provides proposals for instance objects
in a form of non-spliting decision on a tree branch. Such proposals are further refined by CliqueNet to prune some of
the branch nodes and ScoreNet [35] to evaluate the generated proposals. A running demo of SSTNet is available on
GitLab2.

1GitLab repository: https://gitlab.inria.fr/spring/wp2_mapping_localization/2d-instance-segmentation-yolact
2GitLab repository: https://gitlab.inria.fr/spring/wp2_mapping_localization/3d-instance-segmentation-sstnet
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Table 1.1: 3D Semantic Label Benchmark evaluation on ScanNet dataset [14] [11]
Method Mean IOU

ScanNet [14] 30.6
SSC-UNet [28] 30.8

TangentConv [63] 43.8
SurfaceConv [50] 44.2

3DMV [15] 48.4
PointNet++SW [51] 52.3

MinkowskiNet42 (voxel size 5cm) [11] 67.9
SparseConvNet [28] 72.5

MinkowskiNet42 (voxel size 2cm) [11] 73.4

Table 1.2: Semantic segmentation results on Stanford Area 5 dataset [2] [11]
Method Mean IOU Mean Accuracy

PointNet [51] 41.09 48.98
SparseUNet [27] 41.72 64.62

TangentConv [63] 52.80 60.70
PointCNN [42] 57.26 63.86

SuperpointGraph [40] 58.04 66.50
MinkowskiNet20 62.60 69.62
MinkowskiNet32 65.35 71.71

1.4 Semantic Segmentation of the point cloud

This section focuses on semantic segmentation of point clouds, see Figure 1.1.
3D convolutional networks can be split in three groups. First group uses a rectangular grid and a dense representa-

tion [64, 14]. This representation, while intuitive and supported by all major public NN libraries, is however rather mem-
ory and computation demanding as most of the space in the grid is empty. To resolve this, OctNet [54] proposed to
use the Octree structure to represent 3D space and convolution on it. The second group uses sparse 3D-convolutional
neural net- works [60, 27]. There are two quantization methods used for high dimensions: a permutohedral lattice and
a rectangular grid. SplatNet [60] uses a the former approachwhile SparseUNet [27] uses the latter for 3D classification
and semantic segmentation. The last group consists of 3D pseudo-continuous convolutional neural networks [33, 42].
Unlike the previously mentioned methods, these define convolutions using continuous kernels in a continuous space.
However, to find neighbours in a continuous space is an expensive task requiring data structures (for example KD-tree)
for representation of point clouds.

Recently, there has been an increase in neural networkswithout 3D convolutions for 3D perception. Thesemethods
are based on either using a 2D convolutions on observable surfaces [50, 63] or using a PointNetmethods [51]. PointNet
based approaches use a set of input coordinates as features for a multi-layer perceptron. However, this approach
processes a limited number of points and thus a sliding window for cropping out a section is required and rather size
limited.

Spatio-Temporal Segmentation [11] is a high-dimensional convolutional neural network for 4D spatio-temporal
data. Compared with other approaches that combine temporal data with a recurrent neural network or a shallow
model (CRF), Spatio-Temporal Segmentation [11] uses a homogeneous representation and convolutions consistently
throughout the networks. It is based on Minkowski Engine, an open-source auto-differentiation library for sparse ten-
sors and sparse convolution, proposed in [11]. As can be seen in tables 1.1, 1.2, this proposed approach outperforms
all previously mentioned methods. A running demo of Spatio-Temporal Segmentation is available on GitHub3.

1.5 Incremental Semantic Segmentation

A fundamental and challenging problem in deep learning is catastrophic forgetting, i.e. the tendency of neural net-
works to fail to preserve the knowledge acquired from old tasks when learning new tasks. The problem is even more
critical when dealing with sensitive data, that cannot be collected or preserved on storage for further model train-
ings. This problem has been widely investigated in the research community and several Incremental Learning (IL)
approaches have been proposed in the past years. While earlier works in computer vision have mostly focused on

3GitLab repository: https://gitlab.inria.fr/spring/wp2_mapping_localization/3d-semantic-segmentation-minkowskiengine
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Figure 1.1: Semantic segmentation results using [11] on Broca Living Lab dataset.

image classification and object detection, more recently some IL approaches for semantic segmentation have been
introduced. These previous works showed that, despite its simplicity, knowledge distillation can be effectively em-
ployed to alleviate catastrophic forgetting. In the following approach, we follow this research direction and, inspired
by recent literature on contrastive learning, we propose a novel distillation framework, Uncertainty-aware Contrastive
Distillation (UCD). In a nutshell, UCD is operated by introducing a novel distillation loss that takes into account all the
images in a mini-batch, enforcing similarity between features associated to all the pixels from the same classes, and
pulling apart those corresponding to pixels from different classes. In order to mitigate catastrophic forgetting, we
contrast features of the new model with features extracted by a frozen model learned at the previous incremental
step. The code of this approach is publicly available on GitLab 4. The work has been published in the IEEE Transaction

4GitLab repository: https://gitlab.inria.fr/spring/wp4_behavior/non-integrated-contributions/UCD.git
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Figure 1.2: Overview of the proposed architecture at the incremental step k. The grey blocks denote the network
trained on old tasks, while the light blue one indicates the network trained on old task. The proposed network is made
of a feature extractor and a classifier and it is trained on three losses. Our uncertainty-aware contrastive distillation
framework corresponds to the green box. Downsample and Upsample denote the resolution decrease from [H,W ] to
[H16 ,

W
16 ] and the resolution increase [H16 ,

W
16 ] to [H,W ], respectively.

on Pattern Analysis and Machine Intelligence in 2022 [70].

1.5.1 Proposed Approach

In this section, we first provide a formalization of the problem of IL for semantic segmentation. Then, we describe the
proposed Uncertainty-aware Contrastive Distillation (UCD).

Problem Definition and Notation

Let I denote the input image space, I ∈ I an image and Y the label space. In semantic segmentation, given I we
want to assign a label in Y , representing its semantic category, to each pixel of I. Pixels that are not assigned to other
categories are assigned to the background class B. The problem can be addressed within a supervised framework
defining a training set T = {In,Mn}Nn=1 of pairs of images In and associated segmentation maps Mn ∈ YH×W ,
whereH andW denote the image height and width respectively.

In the general IL setting, training is realized over multiple learning steps, and this is also the case in IL for semantic
segmentation. In the following k will denote the index of the incremental learning step. Each step is associated to
a different training set T k = {Ikn,Mk

n}N
k

n=1. At each learning step k we are interested in learning a model Φk able to
segment the classes of the label space of the k-th step, Yk. Importantly, the training set withNk image-segmentation
pairs is available only during the training of the corresponding incremental step. Moreover, Φk should be trained to
mitigate catastrophic forgetting, that is to be able to also recognise the semantic classes of the previous learning
steps ∪k−1

k′=1Yk′
without having access to ∪k−1

k′=1(Ik′
,Yk′

). Following [5], we explore two settings for the splitting the
datasets into different tasks: (i) the overlapped setting, which only ensures label separation across tasks Yk ∩ Yk′

=
∅,∀k′ ∈ {1, ..., k − 1}; and (ii) the disjoint setting, where in addition to the label separation the same training image
must not belong to more than one task, formally: ∀Ikn ∈ T k, Ikn /∈ ∪k−1

k′=1T k′
.

In this work we assume that the model Φk is implemented by the composition of a generic backbone ψθk with
parameters θk and a classifier ϕωk with parameters ωk. The features extracted with the backbone are denoted by
f ∈ RH

16×
W
16×D , i.e. fk = ψθk(I), meaning that fk are extracted with the backbone at the k-th step. The output seg-

mentation map can be computed from our pixel-wise predictor Y k
p = {argmax(upsample(ϕωk(fkp )[p, c]))}p∈I , where

ϕωk(fkp )[p, c] is the probability for class c in pixel p (which stands for a tuple (H,W )whereH andW are the height and
width of an image).

D2.5: Learning scene representations in realistic environments Page 8 of 25
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Figure 1.3: A detailed view of the k-th incremental learning step. The grey modules correspond to the network learned
at the previous incremental learning step, which is frozen at step k while the blue modules correspond to the network
trained at step k. U⃝ is an uncertainty estimation operation. M⃝ is a merger operation.

Overall Idea

Existing semantic segmentation frameworks are currently based on the use of the cross-entropy loss to align the
probability distributions predicted by the new and old models in a pixel-wise fashion. However, this is suboptimal
for two reasons: (i) the cross-entropy loss compares pixel-wise predictions independently and ignores relationships
between pixels; (ii) due to the use of the softmax, the cross-entropy loss only depends on the relationships among
logits and cannot directly supervise the learned feature representations.

A supervised contrastive framework [37] seems like a natural solution to address these problems. In fact, as re-
cently shown in [68], by employing a contrastive loss, it is possible to explicitly model semantic relationships between
pixels and learn an embedding space by pulling representations of pixel samples of the same class close and pushing
those associated to different classes apart.

We propose to leverage from this idea and introduce a distillation loss that does not operate in a pixel-wise fashion
but rather considers inter-pixel dependencies. In particular, we consider both relationships among representations of
the newmodel, and between representations of the new and old models. We show that this enables better knowledge
transfer and mitigates catastrophic forgetting.

The overall pipeline used in the k-th incremental learning step is illustrated in Fig. 1.2. The two streams represent
the backbone for the current and previous learning steps respectively. Notably, at learning step k, the backbone asso-
ciated with the old tasks ψθk−1 and the classifier ϕωk−1 are frozen and used only during training. When a new batch of
data sampled from the current task k is received, the images are forwarded into both networks, producing two sets of
features and probability distributions. The old classifier outputs probabilities for old classes only, while the new clas-
sifier also predicts the classes of the current task. In order to train the new classifier we need to provide supervision
on all classes. Naturally, before introducing the contrastive distillation loss we explain how to extend the semantic
map using the pseudo-labels for the old classes.

Extended Semantic Map

In thismodel, we alsomake use of the pseudo-labels generated by the oldmodel to counteract catastrophic forgetting.
The pseudo-labels are obtained as follows:

M̃k−1
n,p = argmax(ϕωk−1(fk−1

n,p )). (1.1)

D2.5: Learning scene representations in realistic environments Page 9 of 25
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Figure 1.4: Visualization of the pairwise similarity matrix employed for efficient computation of the contrastive dis-
tillation loss. On the left side of the matrix we have the anchor features that are being compared with the contrast
features on top. Blue and purple features and elements of the matrix belong to the new and old tasks respectively.
Grey and orange colors represent the old and new feature extractors.

For each pixel in the image, M̃k−1 contains the index of the most likely class according to the old model. Note that,
since the oldmodel is frozen during task k it is not able to predict the classes inYk , in fact it will probably confuse them
with the background. However, since we have access to the ground truth for the current task, we can use it to correct
the pseudo-label. In practice, we superimpose the ground truth (excluding the background) on top of the pseudo-
labels, generating M̄k , the Extended Semantic Map (ESM). This merger operation, denoted as M⃝, can be summarised
by the following equation:

M̄k
n,p =

{
Mk

n,p ifMk
n,p ̸= 0,

M̃k−1
n,p otherwise. (1.2)

With this simple mechanism, we are able to associate an ESM to each sample in the batch, and virtually to the whole
dataset, namely: T̄ k = {Ikn, M̄k

n}N
k

n=1. Note that, since the pseudo-labels are estimated by a neural network, they might
be noisy. The uncertainty associated with the ESM will be handled further in the deliverable, but first we introduce the
contrastive distillation loss.

Contrastive Distillation Loss

With this extended semantic map, we can now construct a contrastive feature distillation loss in the following way.
For a given training image Ikn we can extract features with the previous and current backbones, and denote them by fkn
and fk−1

n respectively. We must now interpret these two tensors as a list of H
16 × W

16 features of dimension C. At this
point, we need to mask out the pixels that do not contain interesting information. For fkn we ignore the background
pixels (i.e. the pixels that do not belong to any of the new and old classes), since they can contain multiple objects,
making their representations very heterogeneous. We do this at batch-level by collecting the following set of indices:

Rk =
{
(n, p) | M̄k

n,p ̸= 0, p ∈ Ikn, n ∈ B
}
, (1.3)

where p represents the coordinates of a pixel in an image and B is the current mini-batch. Similarly, for the features
fk−1
n generated by the old model we need to apply an analogous masking mechanism. However, since the old model

does not contain any knowledge about the new task, we need to mask out the pixels that belong to the current task,
in addition to the background. As before, we gather the following indices:

Sk =
{
(n, p) | M̄k

n,p /∈ Yk ∪ {0} , p ∈ Ikn, n ∈ B
}
. (1.4)

D2.5: Learning scene representations in realistic environments Page 10 of 25
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Figure 1.5: An intuitive visualization of Eq. 3, 4, 5 and 6

Apart from the reasons listed above, filtering the indices of the representations of the old and new model into Rk

and Sk is also useful to reduce the computational footprint of our contrastive distillation loss. In order to mitigate
catastrophic forgetting, we want to contrast the new and old representations. Nonetheless, it is also critical that new
features remain consistent with themselves, especially for pixels of new classes. More precisely, we examine all
possible new-new pairs of features, i.e. both features extracted from ψθk , and all possible old-new pairs of features,
i.e. one feature extracted from ψθk and one from ψθk−1 (subject to their membership to Rk and Sk). To make them
easier to grasp, we show an intuitive visualization of Rk and Sk in Fig. 1.5. Moreover, for each anchor feature we
select, we need to construct a set of positives and a set of negatives in order to perform the contrast. Given the index
a of an anchor, we select as positives all the pixels that belong to the same class:

Gk
R(a) =

{
fkr | M̄k

a = M̄k
r , r ∈ Rk \ {a}

}
,

Gk
S(a) =

{
fk−1
r | M̄k

a = M̄k
r , r ∈ Sk

}
,

Gk(a) = Gk
R(a) ∪Gk

S(a),

(1.5)

where Gk
R(a) and Gk

S(a) are the positives mined from the new and old features respectively, and Gk(a) is the full set
of positives for fa. Similarly for the negatives:

Hk
R(a) =

{
fkr | M̄k

a ̸= M̄k
r , r ∈ Rk

}
,

Hk
S(a) =

{
fk−1
r | M̄k

a ̸= M̄k
r , r ∈ Sk

}
,

Hk(a) = Hk
R(a) ∪Hk

S(a)

(1.6)

The positives Gk(a) and negatives Hk(a) are shown in Fig. 1.5 to highlight the relationship among anchor, positives
and negatives. Note that in this second case we are selecting all the pixels that do not share the same class with a
(negatives). We can now write the contrastive distillation loss as follows:

Lcd =
1

|Rk|
∑
a∈Rk

−1

|Gk(a)|
∑

f+∈Gk(a)

Llc
(
fka , f

+, a
)
, (1.7)

where Llc is the log-contrast loss involving an anchor feature fka generated by the newmodel, a positive feature fg and
the set of negatives for the anchor, namely:

Llc = log
exp

(
δ(fka , f

+)/τ
)∑

f−∈Hk(a)

exp
(
δ(fka , f

−)/τ
) , (1.8)

where δ denotes the cosine similarity δ (u, v) = u
||u|| ·

v
||v|| and τ is the temperature of the contrast. In practice to com-

pute the contrastive distillation loss efficiently using modern deep learning libraries we compute a matrix multiplica-
tion over the whole batch to obtain the pairwise similarity matrix (see Fig. 1.4). Each element in thematrix contains the
cosine similarity between two pixels. Then we sum over the rows using masks for positives and negatives to obtain
the loss value.

Overall, Lcd pushes the features of all same-class pixels together, while pulling the pixels with different class apart.
Very importantly, the proposed loss considers all features within the same batch as potential pairs, thus adding many
more positive pairs, and regularising de facto the learning. We recall that the feature extractor from the previous
learning step is frozen. Therefore, features fk−1 are also frozen and used to attract the new features fk towards a
representation that encodes the classes of the previous learning step, hence the name contrastive distillation loss.

Uncertainty-aware Contrastive Distillation

As discussed in the previous section, the contrastive distillation loss requires to have pseudo-labels of the semantic
classes of the previous incremental learning steps. In order to achieve this, we exploit the semantic classifier learned
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at the previous step, that outputs a per-class probability tensor P k−1 ∈ [0, 1]
H
16×

W
16×Tk−1

,
∑Tk−1

l=1 P k−1
p,l = 1,∀pcx (recall

that T k−1 is the total number of classes until step k − 1). This probability map is extended with the ground-truth at
learning step k in the following way:

P̄ k
p =

{
[P k−1

p , 0Lk ] ifMk
p = 0,

IMk
p

otherwise, (1.9)

where, 0d is the zero vector of dimension d and Ic is a one-hot vector at coordinate c. In other words, the new probability
tensor copies from the previous one when the ground-truth points to the background, and is a one-hot vector with the
ground-truth class otherwise.

Therefore, the extended probability tensor is P̄ k ∈ [0, 1]H×W×Tk

. By arg-maxing this tensor over the classes,
we obtain the pseudo-labels in the extended semantic map M̄K

n . The direct application of these pseudo-labels in the
contrastive distillation loss discussed in Eq. (1.7). Our intuition is that the arg-max operation takes a hard-decision that
does not account for the uncertainty. We have therefore developed a principled strategy to account for the uncertainty
in the classification of each pixel using the previous backbone.

The extended probability map can used be also to produce an estimate of the uncertainty of the pseudo-label.
Indeed, one can compute the probability of two pixels a (anchor) and g (positive) belonging to the same class at
incremental step k using:

σk
a,g = P̄ k

a · P̄ k
g . (1.10)

This formulation naturally takes into account two important aspects that are particularly relevant for contrastive learn-
ing: (i) the confidence of the network in predicting a certain class; (ii) the alignment of the two probability distributions.
if the network is not confident (high entropy) or the alignment is poor then σk

a,g is low, reducing the strength of the at-
traction. This mechanism intrinsically accounts for the uncertainty, reducing the noise and therefore leading to better
performance.

Finally, we can use this probability to modify Lcd in (1.7) into Lucd – the uncertainty-aware contrastive distillation –
defined as:

Lucd =
1

|Rk|
∑
a∈Rk

−1

|G(a)|
∑

f+
g ∈G(a)

σk
a,gLlc, (1.11)

where g is the pixel index associated to f+g .
We also summary all step of in Fig 1.3 and explain more detail about contrastive distillation with uncertainty (red

block in Fig 1.3).

UCD as a generic framework

The proposed uncertainty-aware contrastive distillation framework can be integrated seamlessly on top of virtually
any other baseline. In the following we describe how to integrate UCD with two state of the art methods.
MiB-UCD.Recently, Cermelli et al. [5] proposedModeling the Background for Incremental Learning (MiB), a distillation-
based approach to learn the predictor ϕθk at step k given a training set T k by distilling knowledge using the predictions
of model ϕθk−1 on the previous step. In particular, they propose to minimize the following loss function:

L =
1

|T k|
∑

(Ik
n,M

k
n)∈T k

(
Lseg(I

k
n,M

k
n) + λLkd(I

k
n)
)

(1.12)

where λ > 0 is a hyperparameter balancing the importance of two loss terms Lseg(x, y) and LKD(x). These are
defined in order to specifically take into account the role of the background class B, which contains different semantic
categories over subsequent time steps. In particular, the loss Lseg is a revisited cross-entropy loss defined as follows:

Lseg(I
k
n,M

k
n,p) = − 1

N

∑
p∈I

log ϕ̃ωk(fkn)[p,M
k
n,p] , (1.13)

where fkn = ψθk(Ikn) and:

ϕ̃ωk(fkn)[p, c] =

{
ϕωk(fkn)[p, c] if c ̸= 0 ,∑

q∈Yt−1 ϕωk(fkn)[p, q] if c = 0 .
(1.14)

This loss is meant to compensate the fact that the training set T k might include also pixels associated to the cate-
gories previously observed in the old task.
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Furthermore, a distillation loss [34] is introduced in order to encourage ϕωk to produce probabilities close to the
ones produced by ϕωk−1 . The distillation loss writes:

Lkd(I
k
n) = − 1

|I|
∑
i∈I

∑
c∈Yk−1

ϕωk−1(f
k−1
n )[i, c] log ϕ̂ωk (f

k
n)[i, c] , (1.15)

where:

ϕ̂ωk(fkn)[p, c] =

{
ϕωk(x)[p, c] if c ̸= B∑

q∈Yk ϕωk(fkn)[p, q] if c = B .
(1.16)

This loss is intended to account for the fact that ϕθk−1 might predict as background pixels of classes that we are
currently trying to learn. This aspect is crucial to perform a correct distillation of the old model into the new one.

Nonetheless, distilling the output probabilities might not be sufficient in order to defy catastrophic forgetting. For
this reason, MiB seems to be a natural candidate for enhancement using UCD. The overall loss MiB-UCD is:

L = Lseg + λkdLkd + λucdLucd, (1.17)

PLOP-UCD.A different approach for incremental learning in semantic segmentationwas explored in [18]. WhileMiB [5]
performs distillation on output probabilities, Pseudo-label and LOcal POD (PLOP) [18] proposes to use intermediate
representations to transfer richer information. This is achieved using a technique called Pooled Output Distillation
(POD) [19] that was already shown to work well in classification settings. In addition, in order to preserve details
that would be neglected by the pooling, PLOP uses a multi-scale distillation scheme. In practice, for every layer l of
the network, pooled features (Local POD embeddings) are collected at several scales and concatenated to obtain a
feature vector Fl. This process is carried out on both old and current models, and then the concatenated features are
compared using an 2 loss:

Lpod =
1

L

L∑
l=1

∥∥Fk
l −Fk−1

l

∥∥2 , (1.18)

where L is the total number of layers of the network.
Besides Local POD, PLOP also introduces a simpler way of solving background shift: a pseudo-labeling strategy

for background pixels. Predictions of the old model for background pixels are used as clues regarding their real
class, if they belong to any of the old classes. An argmax operation is applied on every pixel, subject to a class-specific
confidence threshold. In other words, in the case of non-background pixels they copy the ground truth label; otherwise,
if the old model is confident enough, the most likely class predicted by the old model is selected. The pseudo-label S
is then used in the classification loss as follows:

Lpseudo = − ν

|I|
∑
p∈I

log ϕωk(fkn)[p, Sn,p] , (1.19)

where ν is the ratio of accepted old classes pixels over the total number of such pixels.
Combining these two ideas, PLOP was shown to be able to outperform MiB in the overlapped setting, while its

superiority on the harder disjoint setting is still unclear. Nonetheless, we believe PLOP can take advantage of our
contrastive distillation loss. In fact, although it already performs distilation of intermediate features, PLOP lacks two
critical aspects: (i) it does not take into account the relationships between pixel representations for different images
(ii) it does not use the pseudo-label for feature distillation. Also, theway PLOP estimates the confidence of the pseudo-
label is very primitive and cursed with class-specific hyper-parameter tuning. On the contrary, our UCD loss naturally
accounts for the uncertainty in a more elegant way. The overall loss of PLOP-UCD is the following:

L = Lpseudo + λpodLpod + λucdLucd, (1.20)

1.5.2 Experiments

In this section we give a snapshot of the results of UCD on PASCAL-VOC 20212 dataset against state of the art
approaches. Our experimental results are then shown and illustrated. Additional experiments are available in the
original paper [70].
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Table 1.3: Mean IoU on the Pascal-VOC 2012 dataset for different incremental class learning scenarios. ∗ means
results come from re-implementation. † means a updated version. ♯means the conditional GAN model pretrained on
ImageNet [16] is used. UDC means uncertainty-aware contrastive distillation. Best among table in bold, best among
part in underlined.

Method
19-1 15-5 15-1

Disjoint Overlapped Disjoint Overlapped Disjoint Overlapped

1-19 20 all 1-19 20 all 1-15 16-20 all 1-15 16-20 all 1-15 16-20 all 1-15 16-20 all

FT 5.8 12.3 6.2 6.8 12.9 7.1 1.1 33.6 9.2 2.1 33.1 9.8 0.2 1.8 0.6 0.2 1.8 0.6
PI[77] 5.4 14.1 5.9 7.5 14.0 7.8 1.3 34.1 9.5 1.6 33.3 9.5 0.0 1.8 0.4 0.0 1.8 0.4
EWC[38] 23.2 16.0 22.9 26.9 14.0 26.3 26.7 37.7 29.4 24.3 35.5 27.1 0.3 4.3 1.3 0.3 4.3 1.3
RW[6] 19.4 15.7 19.2 23.3 14.2 22.9 17.9 36.9 22.7 16.6 34.9 21.2 0.2 5.4 1.5 0.0 5.2 1.3
LwF[43] 53.0 9.1 50.8 51.2 8.5 49.1 58.4 37.4 53.1 58.9 36.6 53.3 0.8 3.6 1.5 1.0 3.9 1.8
LwF-MC[53] 63.0 13.2 60.5 64.4 13.3 61.9 67.2 41.2 60.7 58.1 35.0 52.3 4.5 7.0 5.2 6.4 8.4 6.9
ILT[46] 69.1 16.4 66.4 67.1 12.3 64.4 63.2 39.5 57.3 66.3 40.6 59.9 3.7 5.7 4.2 4.9 7.8 5.7
ILT†[48] 69.4 16.5 66.7 67.4 12.4 64.7 63.3 39.6 57.4 66.4 40.8 60.0 4.4 6.4 4.9 5.5 8.0 6.1
SDR[47] 69.9 37.3 68.4 69.1 32.6 67.4 73.5 47.3 67.2 75.4 52.6 69.9 59.2 12.9 48.1 44.7 21.8 39.2
RECALL♯[45] 65.2 50.1 65.8 67.9 53.5 68.4 66.3 49.8 63.5 66.6 50.9 64.0 66.0 44.9 62.1 65.7 47.8 62.7
UCD 73.4 33.7 71.5 71.4 47.3 70.0 71.9 49.5 66.2 77.5 53.1 71.3 53.1 13.0 42.9 49.0 19.5 41.9

MiB[5] 69.6 25.6 67.4 70.2 22.1 67.8 71.8 43.3 64.7 75.5 49.4 69.0 46.2 12.9 37.9 35.1 13.5 29.7
MiB+SDR[47] 70.8 31.4 68.9 71.3 23.4 69.0 74.6 44.1 67.3 76.3 50.2 70.1 59.4 14.3 48.7 47.3 14.7 39.5
MiB+UCD 74.3 28.4 72.0 73.7 34.0 71.7 73.0 46.2 66.3 78.5 50.7 71.5 53.3 14.4 43.5 51.9 13.1 42.2

PLOP∗ [18] 75.1 38.2 73.2 75.0 39.1 73.2 66.5 39.6 59.8 74.7 49.8 68.5 49.0 13.8 40.2 65.2 22.4 54.5
PLOP+ UCD 75.7 31.8 73.5 75.9 39.5 74.0 67.0 39.3 60.1 75.0 51.8 69.2 50.8 13.3 41.4 66.3 21.6 55.1

Joint 77.4 78.0 77.4 77.4 78.0 77.4 79.1 72.6 77.4 79.1 72.6 77.4 79.1 72.6 77.4 79.1 72.6 77.4

PASCAL-VOC 2012

The Pascal VOC2012 dataset [22] contains 11,530 training/validation images of a variable size and with semantic
labels correspondint to 20 classes plus background. Following previous works [46, 57, 5, 62], we propose two different
experimental settings: disjoint and overlapped. In the first setting [46], each learning step contains a unique set of
images, whose pixels belong to classes seen either in the current or in the previous learning steps. In other words,
each image is seen in only one learning step. On the contrary, in the overlapped setting [57], a few classes appear on
both tasks. Additionally, results are proposed in multiple experiments, using different class-incremental procedures:
the first adds only one class during the new task (19-1), the second adds 5 classes at once (15-5) and the third adds 5
classes one at the time averaging the final results (15-1). Results are reported in terms of mIoU.

Network Details

The proposedmethod is implemented in PyTorch. The experiments are conducted on two Nvidia RTX 6000 GPUs dur-
ing training while one for testing. The feature extractor used in this work includes a backbone network and a decoder.
In detail, the ResNet-101 [32] is chosen as backbone while features are decoded using the Deeplab-v3 architecture [8].
The weights are initialized on ImageNet [55] and trained using momentum and weight decay proposed in [8]. The ini-
tial learning rate is set to 10−2 for the first learning step, then it is diminished for the following steps to 10−3. We train
the model with a batch-size of 24 for 30 epochs for Pascal-VOC 2012. The input image is cropped to meet the input
dimension of 512× 512 and transformed using the augmentation protocol proposed in [8]. The temperature value of
the contrastive loss has been set to 0.07, while the weighting parameters λucd, λpodand λkd are set to 0.01, 0.01 and 10
respectively.

Experimental Results

Results are presented in this section in terms overall accuracy against the current state of the art (i.e. Table 1.3) and
with qualitative examples in Figure 1.6.

Comparison with state of the art methods

Comparison on VOC 2012. Table 1.3 shows the performance of UCD with respect to competing method for class-
incremental learning including PI [77], EWC [38], RW [6], LwF [43], LwF-MC [53] and works specially designed for image
segmentation such as ILT [46], MiB [5], PLOP [18] and SDR [47]. As mentioned earlier, fine tuning and joint training are
also reported as a lower and upper bound reference.
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Figure 1.6: Qualitative results on the VOC 2012 dataset (15-1 overlapped setting)

Specifically, PLOP has been modified in order to not consider the background class in the accuracy computation
for sake of fairness in the results comparison with the competing works. The training model proposed in this work
(i.e. UCD) can be applied on top of other methods therefore Table 1.3 shows results of the best performing incre-
mental learning algorithms for semantic segmentation evaluated using the UCD procedure. Results show that UCD
generally improves the performances of other standalone models (i.e. MiB and PLOP), in both overlapped and disjoint
settings. However, UCD has a weaker performance than MiB+SDR [47],mainly in disjoint setup of VOC 2012. The first
reason is that SDR uses attraction and repulsion losses with prototypes (calculated with a running average), which is
fundamentally different from the contrastive loss. Averaging features into prototypes changes balancing between the
classes in the loss. Probably, this makes results of old classes perform better because old classes already account
for the majority of the total classes. Another reason is that in some cases it is difficult for the network to generate
good extended semantic maps in the disjoint setting. This probably affects UCD more than SDR, because SDR coun-
teracts this noise by using running averages and has additional regularization mechanisms. Another can notice that
neither of the two methods mentioned above is outperforming the other in all settings, while adding UCD is generally
beneficial. Qualitative results are shown in Figure 1.6 for 15-1 scenario 5. Note that classes such as human, bike, and
cow are included in the old task but are still well represented in the resulting segmentationmap when UCD is involved.
However, the improvements brought by UCD is larger for MiB than PLOP, even in thecases where MiB was better than
PLOP. One reason is, in most of the settings, PLOP already achieves very good results, outperforming MiB by a large
margins. This makes it hard for UCD to produce an extra improvement over PLOP. In addition, it seems PLOP is not
well suited for the disjoint setting and therefore makes UCD less effective as well. Finally, since PLOP already has
a feature distillation mechanism, it might be that the two feature distillation losses take care of similar aspects of
knowledge transfer.

1.6 Depth Estimation

The capability of estimating depth facilitates a number of downstream tasks to perform better. The absence of a dedi-
cated and forward-looking depth sensor on the robot suggested us to propose amodel that is able to infer a depthmap
from a single monocular image. The goal of this module is therefore to estimate the pixel-wise depth map starting
from a simple RGB image. Due to their remarkable inference capability for semantic segmentation tasks we decided
to adopt a Transformer architecture [66] as a backbone for our model. Initially designed for natural language pro-
cessing tasks, Transformers have emerged as alternative architectures with innate global self-attention mechanisms
to capture long-range dependencies. For the depth estimation module, we propose TransDepth, an architecture that
benefits from both convolutional neural networks and transformers. To avoid the network losing its ability to capture

5More results are available on the original paper [70]
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local-level details due to the adoption of transformers, we propose a novel decoder that employs attention mecha-
nisms based on gates. Notably, this work has been published as the first paper that applies transformers to pixel-wise
prediction problems involving continuous labels (i.e., monocular depth prediction and surface normal estimation). The
code of this approach is publicly available on GitLab 6. The method has been recently published at the International
Conference of Computer Vision 2021 (i.e. [71]).

1.6.1 The Proposed TransDepth

ResNet

Linear Projection

Transformer Layer

Embedded Sequence

Layer
Norm

MSA

Layer
Norm

MLP Transformer Layer

Encoder

AGD

Upsample

Upsample

Upsample

reshape

Figure 1.7: The overview of the proposed TransDepth. The symbols c⃝ and ⊕ denote concatenation and addition
operations, respectively. AG is short for attention gate.

Our work aims to solve limited receptive fields by adding Transformer layers and enhancing the learned represen-
tation by an attention gate decoder.

Transformer for Depth Prediction

An overview of the network is depicted in Figure 1.7. Unlike the previous works [79, 7, 17] reshaping the image
I∈RH×W×3 into a sequence of flattened 2D patches Ip∈RN×(p2·3), we propose a hybrid model. As shown in Fig-
ure 1.7, the input sequence comes from a ResNet backbone [32]. Then the patch embedding is applied to patches
extracted from the final feature output of a CNN. This patch embedding’s kernel size should be p×p, which means
that the input sequence is obtained by simply flattening the spatial dimensions of the feature map and projecting to
the Transformer dimension. In this case, we also remove position embedding because the original physical meaning
is missing while mapping the vectorized patches Ip into a latent embedding space lp using a linear projection. The
input of the first Transformer layer is calculated as follow:

z0 = [l1E; l2E; · · · ; lNE], (1.21)

where z0 is mapped into a latent N-dimensional embedding space using a trainable linear projection layer and E is
the patch embedding projection. There are L Transformer layers which consist of multi-headed self-attention (MSA)
and multi-layer perceptron (MLP) blocks. At each layer ℓ, the input of the self-attention block is a triplet of Q (query),
K (key), and V (value), similar with [66], computed from zℓ−1∈RL×C as:

Q = zℓ−1 ×WQ,K = zℓ−1 ×WK , V = zℓ−1 ×WV , (1.22)

where WQ,WK ,WV ∈RC×d are the learnable parameters of weight matrices and d is the dimension of Q, K , V . The
self-attention is calculated as:

AH = softmax(
Q×KT

√
d

) · V, (1.23)

6GitLab repository: https://gitlab.inria.fr/spring/wp4_behavior/non-integrated-contributions/TransDepth.git
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Concat

CONV

CONV

CONV

GAP

ChA

Attention Message Output
Figure 1.8: The overview of the proposed attention gatemodule. The symbols⊙,⊕, σ⃝, ∗⃝, and S⃝ denote element-wise
multiplication, element-wise addition, sigmoid, convolution, and softmax operation, respectively.

where AH is short for attention head and d is the dimension of self-attention block. MSA means the attention head
will be calculatedm times by independent weight matrices. The final MSA(zℓ−1) is defined as:

MSA(zℓ−1) = zℓ−1 + concat(AH1; AH2; · · · ; AHm)×Wo, (1.24)

whereWo∈Rmd×C . The output of MSA is then transformed by a MLP block with residual skip as the layer output as:

zℓ = MLP(LN(z′ℓ)) + z′ℓ, (1.25)

where LN(·) means the layer normalization operator and z′ℓ=MSA(zℓ−1). The structure of a Transformer layer is
illustrated in the left part of Figure 1.7. After the Transformer layer, the output will be recovered to the original feature
shape.

Attention Gate Decoder

Given an input image I and a generic front-endCNNmodel, we consider a set ofSmulti-scale featuremapsF={f i}Ni=1.
Being a generic framework, these feature maps can be the output of S intermediate CNN layers or of another repre-
sentation, thus s is a virtual scale. Opposite to previous works adopting simple concatenation or weighted averaging
schemes [79], we propose to combine the multi-scale feature maps by learning a set of latent kernels (Ir→e, Ie→r , L)
with a novel structure Attention-Gatedmodule sketched in Figure 1.8. We choose fN as a receive feature only, fr , while
{f i}N−1

i=1 are chosen as emitting features, fe, in all tasks. The influence of the fusion of different scales is explained
in the ablation part.

In detail, the whole attention gate can be divided into two parts, i.e., attention and message. We propose to bring
together recent advances in pixel-wise prediction by formulating a novel attention gate mechanism for the attention
part. Inspired by [24], where two spatial- and channel-wise predictions are computed, we opt to infer different spatial
and channel attention variables. Our attention tensor can be defined by:

Ai
sp =

1

C

C∑
c=1

(ωsp ∗Ai)[c, h, w],

Ai
ch =

1

HW

H,W∑
h,w=1

(ωsp ∗Ai)[c, h, w],

αi
e→r = softmax(Ai

sp) · σ(Ai
ch) ·Ai,

(1.26)

where i means f i is chosen as an emitting feature. Different from [24], we adapt a local conditional kernel before
generating attention. The kernels Ir→e, Ie→r , andL are predicted from the input features using a linear transformation
as follows:

Li,j = WL
i,jconcat(f ie, f

j
r ) + bL

i,j ,

Ii,jr→e = WI
i,j
r→e f

i
e + bI

i,j
r→e,

Ii,je→r = WI
i,j
e→rf

j
r + bI

i,j
e→r.

(1.27)

Then, the integrated attention is defined as follow:

Ai = Iie→r ∗ fr + Iir→e ∗ f ie + fr ∗ L ∗ f ie. (1.28)

Compared with the attention part, the message is easy to be calculated by Li ∗ fr. Finally, the output of our attention
gate decoder is:

f̂ ie = concat(L1 ∗ f1e · α1
e→r + fr, ..., L

N−1 ∗ fN−1
e · αN−1

e→r + fr). (1.29)
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Table 1.4: Depth Estimation: KITTI dataset. K: KITTI. CS: CityScapes [13]. CS→K: CS pre-training. D: Depth supervision.
M, Se, V, S: Monocular, segmentation, video, stereo. Sup: supervise.

Method Sup Data Error (lower is better) Accuracy (higher is better)

abs rel sq rel rms log rms δ < 1.25 δ < 1.252 δ < 1.253

CC [52] M+Se K 0.140 1.070 5.326 0.217 0.826 0.941 0.975
Bian [3] M+V K+CS 0.137 1.089 5.439 0.217 0.830 0.942 0.975

DeFeat [59] M K 0.126 0.925 5.035 0.200 0.862 0.954 0.980
S3Net [9] M+Se K 0.124 0.826 4.981 0.200 0.846 0.955 0.982

Monodepth2 [25] M K 0.115 0.903 4.863 0.193 0.877 0.959 0.981
pRGBD [65] M K 0.113 0.793 4.655 0.188 0.874 0.960 0.983

Johnston [36] M K 0.106 0.861 4.699 0.185 0.889 0.962 0.982
SGDepth [39] M+Se K+CS 0.107 0.768 4.468 0.180 0.891 0.963 0.982

Shu [58] M K 0.104 0.729 4.481 0.179 0.893 0.965 0.984
DORN [23] D K 0.072 0.307 2.727 0.120 0.932 0.984 0.994

Yin [75] M K 0.072 - 3.258 0.117 0.938 0.990 0.998
PackNet [30] V K+CS 0.071 0.359 3.153 0.109 0.944 0.990 0.997
FAL-Net [26] S K+CS 0.068 0.276 2.906 0.106 0.944 0.991 0.998
PGA-Net [69] D K 0.063 0.267 2.634 0.101 0.952 0.992 0.998

BTS [41] M K 0.061 0.261 2.834 0.099 0.954 0.992 0.998

Baseline M K 0.106 0.753 3.981 0.104 0.888 0.967 0.986
Ours w/ AGD M K 0.065 0.261 2.766 0.101 0.953 0.993 0.998
Ours w/ ViT M K 0.064 0.258 2.761 0.099 0.955 0.993 0.999

Ours w/ AGD+ViT (Full) M K 0.064 0.252 2.755 0.098 0.956 0.994 0.999

Once the hidden variables are updated, we use them to address several different discrete prediction tasks, including
monocular depth estimation and surface normal estimation. Following previous works, the network optimization loss
for depth prediction, updated from [20], is:

Ldepth = α

√
1

T

∑
i

g2i −
λ

T 2
(
∑
i

gi)2, (1.30)

where gi= log d̂i− log di with the ground truth depth di and the predicted depth d̂i. We set λ and α to 0.85 and 10, same
with [41]. The angular loss is chosen as the surface normal loss.

1.6.2 Results on Monocular Depth Estimation

Wecompare the proposedmethodwith the leadingmonocular depth estimationmodels, i.e., [52, 3, 59, 9, 25, 65, 36, 39,
58, 30, 23, 75, 26, 41]. Comparison results on the KITTI dataset are shown in Table 1.4. Our method performs favorably
versus all previous fully- and self-supervised methods, achieving the best results on the majority of the metrics. Our
approach employs the supervised setting using single monocular images in the training and testing phase. Compared
with recent SOTA, i.e., FAL-Net, BTS, and PGA-Net, our method is better by a large margin. Meanwhile, unlike FAL-Net
using stereo split, two-step training, and post-processing, our method is end-to-end without extra post-processing.
The more important thing is that “Ours w/ ViT” has outperformed the SOTA. It can support our standpoint that adding
a linear Transformer makes networks improve their ability to capture long-range dependencies. In other words, our
network becomes more straightforward but more potent by adapting the linear Transformer.

1.6.3 Multi-View Stereo depth estimation

The robot pose is estimated either in global map (by InLoc [61] and HLOC [56]) or tracked locally in real-time (by ORB-
SLAM [49]). This information leads to globally aligned cameras that can be employed in Multi-View Stereo (MVS)
depth estimation method. The latest MVS algorithms are either the voxel-based or the depth map based methods.
The voxel-based methods divide the space into the regular grid, employ plane-sweep stereo [12] to estimate the cost
volumes from multiple views, regularize them using convolutional neural networks (CNN) and regress the depth. The
baseline voxel-based method is MVSNet [73]. In recent time, many extensions of MVSNet, i.e., [10, 72, 76, 74] were
published. The voxel-based methods are limited to small image resolution because of the hardware requirements
to keep the cost volumes in GPU memory. Therefore, we work on top of the SoTA depth map based method Patch-
matchNet [67]. PatchmatchNet is a cascade formulation of Patchmatch module enhanced by adaptive propagation
based on deep features. Features are extracted by Feature Pyramid Network (FPN) at multiple image resolutions.
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(a) Image (b) GT (c) DORN (d) BTS (e) Ours

Figure 1.9: Qualitative examples on the NYU depth dataset.

Figure 1.10: a) The multi-scale feature extractor share the features with PatchMatch blocks and Depth Map estimator
in a coarse-to-fine manner. The straightforward structure of neural network leads to small memory requirements and
fast run-time as shown at b). Source [67].

Patchmatch module generate random hypotheses of the matches at first. Further, the approach iterates between
propagation of the hypotheses to the neighbouring patches, and computation of the matching cost for all the hy-
pothesis and selection of best one. Such approach do not divide the space into the regular grid to keep low memory
requirements, feature high processing speed, and stay independent of the disparity range in the images. The running
demo is publicly available on GitLab 7.

7GitLab repository: https://gitlab.inria.fr/spring/wp2_mapping_localization/mvs-depth-estimation-patchmatchnet
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Table 1.5: MVS depth estimation [67]: DTU dataset [1].

Method Acc.(mm) Comp.(mm) Overall(mm)

CasMVSNet [29] 0.325 0.385 0.355
UCS-Net [10] 0.338 0.349 0.344

CVP-MVSNet [72] 0.296 0.406 0.351
Fast-MVSNet [76] 0.336 0.403 0.370

R-MVSNet [74] 0.383 0.452 0.417
MVSNet [73] 0.396 0.527 0.462

PatchmatchNet [67] 0.427 0.277 0.352
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2 Conclusions

In this deliverable, we presentedmodels, for the instance and semantic segmentation, incremental learning for seman-
tic segmentation, and depth estimation. We tested the models mainly on a publicly available dataset that represents
a realistic environment. In the next few months, we will focus on testing such models in a relevant environment,
including the results in deliverable D2.7.
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